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1.

Context and Purpose
What this discussions paper does

Increased interest in the use of land within
the Gunn Point Peninsula and the outcomes
of recent natural resource investigations
have triggered a broad review of the land  
use structure identified by the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan (2016).

This discussion paper outlines how you can be
involved, what we understand from previous
studies and projects, what needs to be considered
in updating the Litchfield Subregional Land Use
Plan and an overview of proposed changes.

This paper has been prepared to help you get
involved in the NT Planning Commission’s project
to update the Litchfield Subregional Land Use
Plan 2016 (LSLUP), particularly as it relates to
Gunn Point Peninsula and the future Township of
Murrumujuk.

How you can be involved
This stage of the project is an opportunity for you
to be involved and have your say through learning
more about the project, talking with planners,
completing a survey, or making a submission to
the Northern Territory Planning Commission.
Visit haveyoursay.nt.gov.au to access related
documents relevant to the project and provide
feedback.

What we want to know
Keep an eye out for the ‘Tell Us’ boxes throughout
this document. These questions might help you
prepare a submission, respond to the survey, or
talk with our team.
Your thoughts, comments, and questions will
help us to refine the updates to the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan.

The Project Background section of this discussion
paper addresses influences on land use and
development that apply across the whole study
area.
The Review of the Land Use Plan section proposes
a revised structure plan for parts of Murrumujuk
in response to the most recent land capability
information available. This section also discusses
several unique localities within the study area and
influences and priorities relevant to each area.

Related Documents
More detailed information on all the proposed
updates to the LSLUP can be found within the
‘Proposed Updates to Litchfield Subregional Land
Use Plan – Gunn Point Peninsula’ document which
is available from the Have Your Say web page and
the NT Planning Commission website.
New Statements of Planning Policy within the
LSLUP are proposed for inclusion in the LSLUP and
are outlined in the Proposed Update to Litchfield
Subregion Land Use Structure Plan - Gunn Point
Peninsula document.
Statements of Policy within the LSLUP are also
proposed to guide the future detailed design of the
Murrumujuk Township and outline considerations
for the future preparation of an Area Plan for the
Township.
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2.

Understanding the Project

The Study Area
Gunn Point Peninsula (the ‘Study Area’)
encompasses an area of approximately 327 km2.
It is located east of Darwin, 60 km from the CBD
and it is 40 km from Palmerston. The Study Area
lies within the municipality of Litchfield.
There are very few permanent residents within
the Study Area, however there is a high level of
visitation for a range of recreational pursuits,
including access to popular fishing locations. The
sealing of Gunn Point Road has increased activity
and interest in the area.
Murrumujuk was first identified in 1984 as having
potential for a rural centre providing opportunities
for recreation.
The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015
confirmed an opportunity for strategic industry to
be established in the far-term at Glyde Point and
identified strategic industry and a potential deep
water port on the Darwin Region Structure Plan.

Guiding Principles for this Update to
the Litchfield Subregional Land Use
Plan - Gunn Point Peninsula
The work seeks to update the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan (LSLUP) to:
• respond to cultural, historical and natural
assets of the locality;
• provide opportunities for residential and
economic growth;
• enable tourism ventures that respond to
environmental, cultural and recreational
opportunities;
• protect the transport and infrastructure
corridors required for development on the
Gunn Point Peninsula; and
• support detailed planning for Murrumujuk at a
future time.

Image: Related document - Proposed Updates to
Litchfield Subregional Land Use Plan - Gunn Point
Peninsula.
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Figure 1: Gunn Point Peninsula Study Area.
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3. Litchfield Subregional Land Use
Plan

The Litchfield Subregional Land Use Plan (LSLUP)
is a long-term plan that identifies land to support
growth while supporting rural uses.
The LSLUP seeks to protect the long-term
sustainability of groundwater resources by
identifying locations for residential and rural
residential lots on reticulated town water.
Since 2016 the LSLUP has identified the potential
for several land uses on the Gunn Point Peninsula
including:
• horticulture / agriculture / grazing;
• a deep water port;
• strategic industry;
• a rural area;
• a railway and utility corridor; and
• the future township of Murrumujuk.

Mapping the Future - Natural Resource
Assessments
The current version of the LSLUP is based on
historic information for land capability and water
availability.
The Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) recently completed the
Mapping the Future - Gunn Point project. This
was a comprehensive study to assess and map the
natural resources of the Gunn Point area.
The Mapping the Future - Gunn Point project
focused on:
• soil and land capability;
• identification and distribution of biodiversity
assets; and
• groundwater availability.  

There are no current plans for defence
infrastructure within the Gunn Point Peninsula.
Figure 2 on page 6 illustrates the current version
of the Litchfield Subregion Land Use Structure
Plan found within LSLUP.
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Figure 2: Current Litchfield Subregion Land Use Structure Plan.
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4. Outcomes of Natural Resource
Investigations

Land, biodiversity and water resource information
from the Mapping the Future project has been
used to identify and classify areas across the
Gunn Point Peninsula with different development
potential.  Figure 3 on page 8 summarises the
outcomes of the natural resource investigations,
with a focus on development that is dependent on
groundwater use.
Areas shown as Class 1, and coloured green
on the map, have been identified as having
good potential for development that relies on
groundwater. These are areas that have good
access to high quality groundwater, good soils and
low risk to biodiversity. These areas could support
land uses such as horticultural development.
These areas make up nearly one third of the land
within the Study Area.

Even with the constraints of Class 2 and 3 areas,
nearly half of the Gunn Point study area may be
suitable for general development that is not reliant
on groundwater.
With this current information about land
capability, the land use structure plan can be
updated to reflect the highest and best use of
land, while protecting and preserving areas of the
landscape that are important to the environment
and the community.

Areas shown as Class 2, and coloured orange
on the map, have limited access to quality
groundwater. Land uses in these areas would need
to be less reliant on groundwater as allocation will
be limited, or supplied with water from another
source.
Class 3 areas, shown in red on the map, are
not suitable for development that relies on
groundwater. This however does not necessarily
mean that development should be excluded in
these areas entirely, rather that development
would need to be supplied with water from
sources other than the local groundwater and
there may be other land capability factors to
consider.

Image: Related document - Development Potential of
the Gunn Point Area - Mapping the future.

MORE INFORMATION ON MAPPING THE FUTURE
Visit www.denr.nt.gov.au/developmentopportunities for more information on this project.
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Figure 3: Groundwater Dependent Development Potential.
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5. Summary of the Review of the Land
Use Plan

The review of land uses identified by the LSLUP
over Gunn Point Peninsula (Figure 2) has:
•

•

•

not resulted in the need to change direction
away from the aspiration of a potential deep
water port and strategic industry at Glyde
Point;
identified an area east of the Murrumujuk
Township that the settlement may expand
into. This is depicted in Figures 4 & 5 and
discussed in more detail on page 11 of this
Discussion Paper;

•

identified that the rural area immediately
south of the Murrumujuk Township should be
identified as Open Space / Natural Area with
an Urban / Peri-urban area on town water.
This is depicted in Figures 4 & 6 and discussed
in more detailed on page 13 of this Discussion
Paper - it is worth noting that the future
development potential of the Urban / Periurban  area in this location may be limited due  
to biting insect constraints; and

•

confirmed the capability of land east of the
proposed railway and utilities corridor for
horticulture and agriculture purposes. This
is depicted in Figures 4 & 7 and discussed
in more detail on page 15 of this Discussion
Paper.

identified an area south east of the
Murrumujuk Township, adjacent to Gunn Point
Road that may be suitable for rural purposes.
This is depicted in Figures 4 & 6 and discussed
in more detail on page 13 of this Discussion
Paper;

THE PROPOSED LAND USE RESPONSE
The updates to the LSLUP for Gunn Point Peninsula will respond to land capability and
limited groundwater availability by proposing a reconfiguration of some land uses and
outlining the conditions for developing land.
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Figure 4: Proposed modifications to the Litchfield Subregion Land Use Structure Plan.

Change from Horticulture to
Urban. Opportunity to expand
future Murrumujuk Township,
responding to land capability and
water constraints. Refer to Section
6 for more information.

Change from Horticulture
to Agriculture / Grazing
to reflect groundwater
considerations. Refer to
Section 7.

Change from Open Space / Natural
Area to Rural Area. Opportunity
to expand Rural Area over capable
land west of Gunn Point Road.
Refer to Section 7.
Change from Rural Area to Open
Space / Natural Area. In response
to water availability constraints.
Refer to Section 7.

Change from Agriculture / Grazing
to Horticulture. Opportunity for
land uses to reflect groundwater
considerations. Refer to Section 8.
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6. An Expanded Murrumujuk Township
The area for the future Murrumujuk Township is
proposed to be increased. The draft Concept Plan
for Murrumujuk at Figure 5 and Statement of
Planning Policy have been prepared for inclusion
in the LSLUP. For further information on the
statements of policy proposed, please refer to the
‘Proposed Updates to the Litchfield Subregional
Land Use Plan - Gunn Point Peninsula’ document
which is available from the Have Your Say web
page.
The Murrumujuk Township is proposed to expand
into an area previously identified for horticulture.
We now know from the Mapping the Future
investigations, that there is insufficient
groundwater in this area to support horticultural
development.
The following matters were also considered in the
preparation of the draft Concept Plan.
Water
• Murrumujuk will need to be connected to
reticulated (town) water as there is limited  
groundwater available.
A larger Township
• The existing area identified for the Murrumujuk
Township is approximately 1500 hectares.
• The proposed area for an expanded
Murrumujuk Township is approximately
3000 hectares. This is an area equivalent to the
urban area of Palmerston.
• If full build-out of the expanded Murrumujuk
Township occurs it is estimated that
approximately 36 000 people could be
accommodated. This would be equivalent to
the population of Palmerston once suburbs
such as Zuccoli are built-out.

•
•

A larger Murrumujuk Township makes providing
services i.e. piped water, more cost-effective.   
A larger Murrumujuk Township may support
higher levels of local employment and services.

Employment
• The establishment of the Murrumujuk
Township relies on a deep water port and
strategic industry being established at Glyde
Point.
• The Murrumujuk Township may support
development at Glyde Point by accommodating
workforces and providing a range of support
services.
Travel distances
• Murrumujuk is estimated to have a 40 minute
travel time to Palmerston and 60 minute travel
time to Darwin city centre.
Recreation
• There is a long history of recreational
use of this area. Murrumujuk will need
to accommodate recreational uses in an
appropriate manner.
• The foreshore dune system is proposed to be
retained as public open space with potential to
accommodate the Murrumujuk Foreshore Path
at a future time.
• The Murrumujuk Foreshore Path may connect
amenity nodes / days use areas and a variety of
designated  beach access points.
• The preparation of an Area Plan at a future
time will consider foreshore management and
enhancement opportunities in conjunction with
community consultation.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK?
The draft Concept Plan is indicative and will inform detailed design processes at a future time.
What do you think of the concept for the township?
11
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Figure 5: Draft Concept Plan for Murrumujuk Township.
Potential land use transition area from
Road and Rail corridors - full extent of
transition areas to be determined.

Potential Location
for a Future Town
Centre with a focus
on the Foreshore.
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7. South Murrumujuk and Shoal Bay
Figure 6 identifies South Murrumujuk and Shoal
Bay where a reconfiguration of land uses is
proposed. This is in response to groundwater
availability and land capability.

Shoal Bay

South Murrumujuk

The land between South Murrumujuk and
Gunn Point Road, known as Shoal Bay, has a
varied land capability. This land transitions from
good capability near Gunn Point Road, to poor
capability around Hope Inlet and Howard River.

South Murrumujuk is an area that extends from
Murrumujuk Township, past Tree Point and Hope
Inlet, to Gunn Point Road. This area is depicted in
Figure 6 and is identified by the LSLUP (2016) as
a Rural Area.

A new Rural Area is proposed within Shoal Bay,
west of Gunn Point Road and is depicted in
Figure 6. This proposed Rural Area has good
to moderate land capability and access to the
Northern groundwater aquifer.

The area currently identified as Rural Area is
within the Central groundwater aquifer which has
limited groundwater available. It is proposed to
change this area to Open Space.
The proposed Urban / Peri-urban area of South
Murrumujuk is an opportunity to provide a Rural
Residential Buffer that could help to transition
land uses from Murrumujuk Township to adjacent
Conservation and Open Space / Natural Areas,
and represents the highest and best use of land
constrained by biting insects. This may provide a
variety of larger lots, including 40002 lots. These
lots would need to be reliant upon reticulated
(town) water and sewer.

TELL US....
Are there alternative land uses, or a different arrangement of land uses, that you would like to see in
this area?
What do you think about the proposal for a new rural area at Shoal Bay?
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Figure 6: Draft South Murrumujuk and Shoal Bay Rural Land Use Plan.

Opportunity to provide peri-urban
lots on town water as a transition
of land uses.

Existing area identified as
Rural Area can be retained
as it is within Northern
groundwater aquifer.

Need to replace Rural Area with Open
Space / Natural Area in response
to water availability constraints of
Central groundwater aquifer.

Opportunity to expand Rural
Area over capable land west of
Gunn Point Road
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8. Land Uses East of Gunn Point Road
The land uses identified east of Gunn Point Road
are proposed to be reconfigured as shown in   
Figure 7. The proposed reconfiguration is in
response to land capability and ground water
availability.   

Horticulture
Horticulture is an important land use with
significant contributions to the economy and the
supply of produce to local markets. Land that
meets the requirements for horticultural activity
should be identified for horticultural uses.
It is proposed to update the LSLUP to identify land
for horticulture purposes that reflect the detailed
investigations undertaken for the project. These
investigations identify that the most accessible
(depth) and least saline groundwater, which is
best for horticulture uses, is available with the
Northern groundwater aquifer. This area is located
in the south of the study area.

Grazing / Agriculture
The LSLUP continues to identify large areas of
land for Grazing / Agriculture purposes. These
areas can accommodate a variety of rural uses
with different land use needs i.e. soil types and
drainage.
The area previously identified for Horticulture,
to the north of the study area is proposed to be
changed to Grazing / Agricultural to reflect our
updated knowledge about land and groundwater
capability. Groundwater available in this area is
deeper and therefore harder to access. It is also
more saline than the groundwater available in
the south of the study area, which makes it more
suitable for livestock watering than for irrigating
horticulture developments.

Image: Horticulture - farming

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK ?
Do you support the proposed rearrangement of land uses east of Gunn Point Road?
Are there alternative land uses or a different arrangement of land uses that you would like to see?
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Figure 7: Reconfiguration of Rural Uses East of Gunn Point Road.

Change from Horticulture
to Grazing / Agriculture.
Need for land uses to reflect
groundwater considerations.

Change from Grazing / Agriculture
to Horticulture. Opportunity for
land uses to reflect groundwater
considerations
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Next Steps

we are
here

Engagement on Proposed Update to the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan Gunn Point Peninsula
Your feedback on the information provided in this Discussion Paper
and the draft update to the LSLUP, will allow the project to be
further developed and refined.
The Planning Commission will consider feedback received during
consultation and further develop this project.

Finalisation of the proposed update to the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan
When the draft is finalised, the Planning Commission will
recommend to the Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics  
to consider exhibition of the Proposed Update to the Litchfield
Subregional Land Use Plan - Gunn Point as a proposed amendment
to the NT Planning Scheme, with a further opportunity to comment.

Decision on the inclusion of the draft Update to the
Litchfield Subregional Land Use Plan within the NT
Planning Scheme
The Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics will consider
feedback received during the public exhibition of the draft
amendment before making a determination.
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HOW TO BE
INVOLVED
The exhibition period is to
Friday 28 August 2020
Visit haveyoursay.nt.gov.au to
find out more and complete
a survey

Get in touch with the NT Planning Commission
EMAIL
ntpc@nt.gov.au

POST
GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801

PHONE
08 8924 7540

planningcommission.nt.gov.au

